The Longest Origami Train

Lots of trucks

Two Rockets

The Plan
“Would the BOS would be interested in folding a life size origami railway
locomotive at the National Railway Museum in York?” This was the
questioned posed by the Museum in late 2002. The idea was to set a new
Guinness world record, and the attempt would be an attraction for the public
at the museum. Coincidentally, the British Origami Society Autumn ’03
convention had already been booked at one of our regular venues, St John’s
College, York, so we quickly realised that this could be an excellent double bill
for the society.
We began much head scratching about the project: how could we build such a
large origami loco? Should we use an existing design or one specially
created? There were quite a few engines to choose from, from designers as
diverse as Toshikazu Kawasaki, Katrin and Yuri Shumakov, and of course our
own Max Hulme. As a replica of the historic Stevenson’s Rocket was one of
the star exhibits at the museum, an obvious choice was the origami version of
the Rocket by Max - for diagrams, see BOS booklet 15 and Jackson’s
Encyclopaedia of Origami and Papercraft Techniques. Some experiments with
the Max’s Rocket soon showed that a large version of the model was very
unstable, and needed supporting structures, something which we knew
Guinness would not accept… hmm….

Stevenson’s Rocket by Max Hulme (original version 1976)
Engine and tender each folded from single uncut squares

Negotiations
Iris Walker and I went up to York in the spring to meet the conference
organisers at the college. We also spent time chatting over the train project
with the museum’s PR staff, who seemed very keen and positive. Our
discussions centred on two key aspects: the logistics of building a big train,
and the availability of volunteers for such a challenging project. Without the
latter, it certainly couldn’t succeed. As an alternative to the largest origami
train, the possibility emerged of the building of the longest origami train, at a
more manageable size. This carried the advantage that the components could
easily be built anywhere and sent in to the museum by post. Providing the
design of the train components was simple enough, visitors to the museum
could also fold them and add them to the train then and there.
So we settled a challenge for the Longest Origami Train record. Max Hulme
agreed to design a simple railway truck which anyone could fold, and he
quickly finalised the drawings which we published in the BOS mag and on our
website. A few emails were sent out, eliciting support from paperfolders
worldwide, and in a very short time and with very little encouragement, large
numbers of trucks started arriving at the museum.
In the meantime, we still cherished the idea of a BIG locomotive, despite all
the hurdles! Max did some work on a new Rocket, following the logic of the
truck which used three A-size components. Our hope was that a new multipiece design could be scaled up to stand more securely without support.

Max’s new train set

Along the way, Max, flushed with creative energy, produced a full train set
with yet a different engine and following similar principles. You can fold this
train set from diagrams in the York 03 convention pack, or from a new BOS
booklet, Train Set by Max Hulme, specially produced for the occasion!

Max’s 2003 Rocket design

Loco: 5 rectangles, tender: 4 rectangles, all related to A-size paper.

The new Rocket design was completed a mere couple of weeks before the
convention and the deadline for the completion of the train. The design shows
Max’s remarkable and perhaps recently overlooked talents in their very
strongest light. Although purists may not approve of the multi piece concept,
no one could fail to admire the ingenious origami engineering. The
components fit and hold strongly together without glue, and with a precision
that George Stevenson himself would have applauded. Great stuff, Max! Hope
you’ll be able to release the diagrams to your numerous origami fans very
soon.
Sadly though, the new Rocket didn’t prove very much stronger than the first,
despite its employing stabilising modifications for the wheels, so we finally
dispensed with the idea of making a full size version. We were at least happy
that a medium sized Rocket could head the train at the museum, trucks for
which were now arriving every day.

Connecting the train

Lara Zilberkweit, floored!
On the Monday before the convention, Iris Walker, Ian Harrison, and I headed
up to York again to start assembling the train. About 800 trucks had been
received at the museum from folders all over the world, from destinations as
far away as Venezuela, Honolulu, Japan, Russia, New York and Pudsey,
Yorks! We were shown the space where it was to be set up, under a station
bridge, and alongside a wooden snowplough from the ‘20s. We started
connecting the trucks in strings of 10, placing them upside down to begin with,
to keep the strain off sometimes rather wobbly wheels, and by the end of the
day we’d connected about 600 trucks like this. It was clear that the space
wasn’t going to be big enough.
On our return later in the week, more space had been negotiated, and the
strings of 10 trucks had been linked into one continuous train by museum staff
in preparation for the photocall on Thursday. I gave lots of interviews for
newspapers radio and local TV. For the photographers, I made a not-sopassable imitation of a page 3 girl (but fully clothed!) among the trucks on the
floor, caressing the new Rocket. Lara Zilberkweit and Mick Guy joined us for
more train assembly, and we spent this and the next day grovelling around on
the floor, ending up with about 900 trucks, tantalising close to our target of
1000. Museum visitors of all ages were keen to fold more trucks, which they
managed with the able supervision of Ben from the museum staff.

The Lord Mayor signing the Guinness documents
while Ben supervises more truck folding.

1550 trucks long!

Over the convention weekend our target was easily exceeded. By Monday
morning, the time allocated for the adjudication by the Lord Mayor of York, Dr
Charles Hall, and Dr Hisashi Nakamura, head of Japanese studies at York St
John college, the final total was 1550 trucks. We now are waiting to see if
Guinness Book will accept our record bid. More news as soon as we have it.
What a lot of fun! My very grateful thanks go to the very professional museum
PR staff, to Max Hulme, to BOS volunteers Brown, Guy, Harrison, Walker,
Zilberkweit, etc., etc., and all the folders from all over the world who helped us
by sending in your trucks. Without you, we certainly couldn’t have achieved
what we did.

Postscript December 2003: Guinness and
Raspberries
Our attempt to establish a new Guinness World Record for the longest origami
train was sadly rejected.
Extracts from Guinness' letters to the NRM:
"Thank you for sending us the details of your recent record proposal for
'largest origami paper train'. I am afraid to say that we are unable to accept
this as a Guinness World Record.
"… it has been decided that this category is a little too specialised for a body
of reference as general as ours.
" …we are currently unwilling to open any new origami categories. We simply
cannot have a record for every thing that can possibly be made from origami - animals, trains, or otherwise."
Who cares?! We all had a great time putting the thing together and it was all
excellent flag waving for the BOS, the NRM and origami generally. Thanks
again to all truck folders wherever you are.
Let's all blow loud raspberries at Guinness.

